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A PLAW FOR INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTI N FOR THE SE IOR GOVERNNE 11
GLASS THROUGH THE USE Op TEE PROBLEM SOLVIIIG UNIT

FERTINEIr 1NFORNATION

This project was ear_ied Out at Silverton High School, Silverton is

an isolated town high in the San Juan Mountains of Colorado. Tlii class met

Lii the school library which mea ur d thirty-six feet by forty-two feet and

with the class enrollment of participating students of eight to ten involved

in the project. The

the

:ry was selected for this project, because most of

ork could be in research, and also for access to large tables located

in this room. These large -irking areas are more id al for group discussions

and other group aet ivtties.

The writer had felt from the beginning, that this prajcct should continue

for sever _ years. This scheme should -be divided into one year phases with

the emphasis each year on reviewing., evaluating as to the st -n ths and

weaknesses, and improving on the precediag year's work.

II. REASONS. FOR .PROJECT

The writer has ao formal data as to $tudent needs that stimulated the

pursuit of this method of instruetio- gowever, there is a knowledge of

student needs as a result of teaching exp- ience in the field. The traditional

method of teaching and grading are inadequate in a heterogeneous class as far

as ability is concerned. A teacher shotild make all effort to r ach each

individual on their particular level or ability. The writ-- feels that this

method of teaching will meet individual needs more effectively than the

traditional -thod,

The curriculum had little to do thisdeciding upon the use

activity. The writer feels that the "me od" of teaching Itself is the primary

objective in this experimental project.
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The students' attLtudes and behaviors reflected and demons

need for se:- form of change in the teaching procedure. These reasons just

stated stimulated the writer to look for a better method of teaching social

studies s a live and vital subject. Most students sit in their social

studies class and never sec the reason for its existence, nor do they learn

more than 30Me unrelated tacts. The Is that the method experimented

upon not only challenges the student, put t ives direction and meaning to

the course of stuuy. It encourages critical think. ng on the part of each

pupil concerning the various phases of study us well as furnishes a variety

of working levels that will keep the individual working in his or her ability

range.

A teacher in a small school must teach s veral different subjects and

in each class he faces a heterogeneous group as far as ability is concerned.

The problem is to find some method of teaching that will overcome the

obstacles presented by such a group as well as give the student- the opportunity

to work at their on speed and level. In addition to this, the writer feels

that a device for encouraging eri 'cal thinking should replace teacher aact

textbook indoctrination. The slow and bright student can be challenged . re

effectively in a small school situation through the use of the method uncer

discussion in this paper. Another advantage to this type of procedure would

be a more economical and e fective utilization of the teache ime in

the classroom.

III. RELATED RESEARCH

The interest generated in this activity did not come from the findings

of those in the field of research, but rather from the needs that have been

explained in the preceding paragraphs. Ano her source of stimulation was a

course d' ected by Dr. Lynn Weldon at Adams State College in Alamosa, Colorado,

on the problem solving method. The inte and effort of the writer in this



project has in no way been required or prompted- but has been solely for the

1 satisfaction of improving the teaching meth d for a more effective

means of making social studies something "real" fcm each individual beiag

taught.

1. Need. The wri

IV. PROCEDURE

awareness of the inadequate method currently being

pr: tieed by most social studi s teachers became more acute with his deepening

of experience. It became mo e apparent that for years the problem that

had been diagnosed as stud mt inadequacy was si ply, in truth, an insufficient

manner of presentation. The writer realized that he could not challenge

students on such diverse intellectual levels _ith a method that recognized

and directed its -fforts toward only one plane of ability. The plane of

classroom in ruction usually decided by the teacher, and in most instances

stud nts both slow and bright are neglected and 1 ft to waste in such

situation. One- this was realized by the writer, the need was clear and Lhe

problem pla_ ly evident.

2. Gathering pyelimit.,ar data. The writer made use of several books

coacerned with the problem solving approach. A conference was held with

Dr Lynn Weldon, Adams State College, on the development of this approach.

Discussions with others who had used this type of procedure supplied many

valuable ideas on the application of this method to the individualization of

instruction in the classroom. The writer then developed the units to be

studied,

3. Selection and use of During this phase of procedure, the

writer had throw open the complete files of the library to students. The

major emphasis was placed upon the selection of books, magazines, and news-

pap that had articles by noted authorities, who presented the facts abo--

lie subject under question.. The majority of the material was actually sele ted

.3.
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by the pu'ils themselves. However, the teacher did_ review and select movies

arrange L1rsthuid experiences through g

commu- ity resources when they satisfied the critetl: for this course. All

materials had to show a rlationihip to the problem as as to fulfill the

other criteria of researci. The teacher U05 able to review all materials to

ts, and took advantage of

insure their value and effectiveness in meet

rianniaa and_ conducting. class C ' 'V

c requirements.

The techor introduced the

units un severaL ways. These methods included preontation of a film or

filmstrip, use of a guest speaker with some relationship to the problem, and

by class discussion.

After each unit had be n initiated, they were thivided into three phases.

These vcre as folio-- (I) a period of irivestigatton for each individual

student in which he or she made their own discoveries; (2 time of group

consultation or discussion and va ious class a tivities; and (3) the dete

mination of a soluti n and an evaluation of these hypotheses.

The period of student investiaation of the problem dealt with the data

and opinions given either by authority or fact. This was accomplished

through the reading of books, magazines, and reports. Special emphasis was

given to the understanding of the 'What' and tWlierQF of finding authoritative

sources. In pursuing this problem, the following thn.gs were done: individual

investiga ion, group studies, individual projects, and class discussions.

Each per. n was encouraged to work on his own level and speed. If success

was to be felt by every individual as well as the thstructor, this phase

had to be conducted on different levels to insure a feeling of accomplishment

by everyone. The wide range of individual differences made it necessary for

this p provide a successful study on every possible level.

Audio-visual aids were used to aid the students in their forma

a hypothesis. The following aids were used for this purpose: pictures;
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movies; filmstrips; and tape recordings, made by people related in

the field of study, as a stimulant for discussions in the classroom. Thesv

aids were also important in developing student understanding of the subject.

Each student was given an individual project to work on that could assist

class in their comprehension and deeper realization of the full meaning of

the topic under investigation. Some o hese projects are included in the

following enumeration: bulletin board, collecting newspaper ar'-icles, col-

I ctivg ca toons, dra ing maps, drawing diagrams, writing brief biographies

of famous men, and keeping up-to-date bibliographi The pupils were allowed

to select the individual project that they wanted or were interested in the most.

The second period of time was used for the group to discuss the data found

in the previous investigation and for the formation of some basic conclusions

in their search for the final accepted .o ution. This was carried out through

the use of round table discussions, panel discussions and debates. Trips

were made at this time to areas that would benefit the students. For example,

a tr p to the county court house was made for the purpose of holding a mock

trial during the study of the Judicial System. Also, group activi ies other

than those already ment oned were carried out in the second phase of the unit

organization and execution. A mock meeting of Congress was held ad the

actu41 passing of several bills was demonstrated in one such activity.

In the third period of time, the students were given class time to

present, prove, and defend his or her hypothesis to the class. A general

discussion was held and criticism was given by the group on each idea presented.

These ideas were presented formally by individualsand the group as gell. The

class made decisions as to possible final solutions through this period of

discussion and determined, to their best ability, the best possible solution

which was accepted by the class as a whole.

5. Trying new methods and tsclaiR9f_E. An evaluation of theinethods and

techniques used in each un1 l7 was made by the teacher after each unit was completed,

-5-
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New and old ideas acre used and combined together to f nd the beat imethod for

accompli hing the criteria of the unit. During the first part Of nny given

single topic a very simple procedure was followed which involved tbe use of

the st,ps in the problem solving method. The teache position in tie early

stages of study was as a counselor or advisor to each pupil as assistance

was indicated and need d. In the latter part of the unit, teacher.- tudent

cont renoes ueLe held in which the individual discussed his current problems

with respect to his particular phase of the unit. Individual gui enoe was

continued by the t acher at this point. Any correlation to present day

problems was brought out to strengthen a better understanding of cis government.

In the last three units a great deal of t given to activities that

involved the students in areas related to the major problem. Such activi

individu 1 projects, mock trials study groups as well as detates were

used to experiment in new areas. The students were asked, in the earlier

phase of this project, to present a formal paper giving a stateMent of their

hypothesis or hypotheses and the data that supported this eonc1u:

conclusions. In the latter units the students were asked to writc their

data on note cards as they made their investigation and to organi$e hese

cards for examination by the teacher at the completion of the study The n-

uctor felt that this technique brought about better organization sad

caused more critical thinicing on the part of the class as a whole.

6. Evaluating results. The criteria for evaluation of each unit was

established with a number of things under consideration. The most prominent

of these was the acceptance of the rule, or standard, for making judgment.

This was determined through democratic procedures by the class. Tte

establishmentof a criteria to sound out the hypothetical problem iution must

be met and agreed upon by both the students and the teacher. Once this agree-

ment has been set, there should be no conflict with it. Standards should

also he set And observed by the community. Since these standards have been

-6- 9



by the community, and accepted by the local school board, it is the responsibility

of the teacher to see that they are upheld in the clascrooni.

The criteria for units involved the use of authority or authorit

substantiate the hypothetical problem solutions. The use of logic was n cessary.

A better understanding of the problem had to be gained by a study of the data

and facts involved. The following six points were used for evaluating the

students: (l) Does this conflict with known facts? (2 ) Is this a logical

solution? (3) Does this answer completely sat' fy the student's curiosity

concerning the problem? (4) Has this solution sti ulat d the student to

think? (5) Has the student gathered inf- nation to the best of his ability?

and (6) Does the student have a satisfactory attitude in the class?

The writer, in the evaluation of this project, considered four specific

areas to aid in the compilation of his data. Those re: ( ) criteria for

grading, (2) and evaluative questi naire (3) personal observation, and

(4) an open questionnaire. Personal obs rvation and criteria for grading

gave the writer his own op nion while the questionnaires ere designed to

reflect and to reveal the opinions for the students as to the strengths a d

the weakness s of the project.

Before the proper evaluation of this pr ject can be determined, pertinent

problem factors and side issues inv lved -hould be considered. The most

outstanding of these was the isolation factor of the experimental group.

The town of Silverton is high in the San Juan Mountains which lends an atmosphere

of separation from the rest of the wo ld. Many of the students had not

traveled more than fifty to a hundred miles away from this community in

entire life. As a direct result of this factor, the limited experiences of

pupils and the limited community re'sources in this sit a ion had a great

deal of bearing upon the value and effectiveness of this eKperinient. The

third factor was finding sufficient material for the study, which was especially

difficult in a small high school. Another thing to be considered was the
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lnvol of the studertts " n- ds, interests, and con erm when they are on

such diverse in.eltectual and reading levels. The use of ability grouping

WOLT Id have made this pro t mu L cas

must deal with this type of classroom.

1- evaluation of the writer, he found several st -ngth,- and some

weaknesses in this program. In his estimation, the strong points far out-

weighted the weaknesses. These strong points are as follo s. (1) the

students did some c itical thinking on the problems given; a great interest

and desire to participate im the problem was noted by the writer as well as

ffective way in which they worked; 3) the students had a much better

understanding of the areas studied and a greater interest in these areas;

(4) each student was able ta work at his own speed and level which facilitated

greater accomplishments or tesults; (5) good procedures in the making of

deci,sLons, conducting research and using scientific method of reachin con-

clusions were developed; and (6) the last and most impo tent strength was

the ability to challenge both the sl w and the bright student in the same

class and on the same unit of .t dy.

but in a sn _11 school thu teacher

ii e four weaknesses as seen by the author project. They

were: (_ ) the difficulty of the _ o- student to understand and to do the

problem solving method, (2) the class did not cover as much of the subject

as the teacher would have liked, but the study did go deeper in the areas

studied; (3) the teacher did find it much hard keep all students working

when using the individual approach to class e; and (4 ) the teacher found

it difficult to have sufficient u terials for the students to study. One

h a of overcoming some of the weaknesses just mentioned would be to cut

down on the units or rather have less involved units of study. Perhaps,

units used in this project were too broad and needed simplification. This

would keep more interest and allow e more consistent with the materials

available. 1 1
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VI. THE IMPROVE ENT RISULTLNC FROM MIS Acriv Y

llaoteally, the improvements expected in the write 's earlier pr posnl

rch t e actual results

These will be discussed

mero upheld. Rowe there were some

fell short of the t- cher s expec Lions and des

in the fol lowing paragraphs with re. eat to these ups: the studen s, the

teachers, the school, and the commun

1. improyements_ for student The students shoved a more satis. ying under-

standing of the subject as a of the objective tct. All of the

students in the cla did mell on the test with the exception of A 0 slow

students. These t-- (for each un t) ere arranged in such a manner that

a student 'would Lake a position in the solution of the problem, making all

to the tests directly related to the posit on taken. These tests did

show that the students had not only learned facts, but had done some critical

thinking of thair own on the subject. After each test was given and graded,

the class vas allowed to discuss any gut,. vith'n that test. The pupils

could disc any question they had missed and if they had good sound reasoning

for their answer to a particular question, it would be ma ked correct. This

was done asameasuring device for the teacher to det e the amount of

critical thinking done on the part of the students.

It did reveal that the sluw s udents had ilot done much analyzing

facts. Hemever, the teacher felt with more lance in the preparation of

such a test, as well as in teaching this par_ -ular method, this problem could

be overcome.

Actual anecd t-1 records -iere not kept by the writer, but many incidents

that occurred during this experiment are remembered. It was learned, in

lking with the two brightest students, that both had grasped an dcrstanding

of the method of study as well as gained in insight into the subject being

investigated. From conversations, the writer felt that the pupils app ciated

-9-
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the

nity to work at their own zat. since the most adjariced 8tudcr v

as killed, it is ha d to make final evalsiatiom as to the

f lee ttveness of this study oil bllght students. Only one other studeilt could

be pjeced within this group. Threfoe, the conc1osian:; the teacher arc

based upon his results. Both his progre ss and interest 1n the subjects in-

dicated that this vas a good netted for this type of stu

LIT individuals composed the "above &vaxage gr p" in this pro

Their scores on intelligence ancl achievement. t tests showed little variation.

The eclnpariSon of the previous year with the restics of this yeax's experi-

neiItel pToject indicate the sue cess of the prob letm sclv deg plan of teaching.

All of ttese students showed =ore interest and did more vork than the former

year h d di lased - en _ individual who cou ld dre did ari outstanding job in

g caztoons that mot only displayed his ebil. ty , but hi s clear insight

into the subject with its up-to.date inlp /lc 4%10114. On other occasions, other

rnecobees of this group did outstanding work in other phases of endea-vor.

The third group vas classed as "below .average. " They -Imre interested in

the %objects under investigation , but seemed to find the problem solving

method very difficult - however, they revca led a great deal of-progress toward

understanding this method at various Stel8es ji this project , much of the

teacher' s time was spent in helping these feur pupi is solve their individual

prOblems The author feels that possibly the prebien solving mothod should

Ttot be. used with either this grotsp or the slow grout). Howaver, it sh old be

said, that this method was ziej tcp both the teacher and the students as well .

Perhaps yore experience vitt t hie.. type of plan would itnirwte this fact

Ana oatise better results in the inalvL4uals port z

rule slow students couid not QUO tively tackle a pro m '41t11 tlijB niOtilOd.

&Speyer they did display arm interest through t the 1io1c year, whereas in

the previous year tte teacher fou nd it cliff/cu. t and a 1imint impossible t

inainta in their interest with tle traditional nsothod of teaching. It i

1.8



t, that il ai 9tuderst's intete t is aro-used and sustained, disregarding his

or her abiL dty, , t.hen -ernething has certainly been gained ft si the experience.

The questiornaare discloisecl tie genuine pleasure or satisfaction of these two

students with the course as weal as the meethod being used.

Definite ch nes TeJ re noted in the students of this class as resu

of this new method of cla.ssroora p.roceJ.iJre. Without exception, they displayed

more interest, a greaser desire for learning, a greater vaillingness to accept

responsibility

governnarit, Only two in the clas s did not accept responsibility, but the

writer feels that this was due t tlia atiiral make-up of the individuals.

should be acted tlat a regular amount cJ iork was accornp-lished and produced

licabla change iii their attitude toward the c urse of

in this type of c lass than irs. any other course the teacher had ever taught.

The class w rkeii individually and mown of their learning was done by gaining

_se1f-undeacandini. g ix %numbers eicll very we l , while the rest of the class

had o have a sreat deal of help frosts the teacher.

2. foq teachere -the effect on the teaching practices as a

result of this ex-perirsent was vet-I e,vident, This teacher wed the problem

solving unit or method in his other classes. This materialized into assign-

(riCitte from which incliv dualiz d srtud_y was accomplished successfully on the

h sch I In thse a5sjn1meis the students would investigate some

topic suclm as the adiiiniistrattin et president and then TArito and discuss

ally the strengths and vie imeases o f his dministration. It has also in-

fluenced the uao f A more indiviclua lied type of classroon tiork, where a

greater emphasis T.4as placed upon cri tical thinking. Those new methods were

used in World History as uell as lemello n History.

The attitude DE this teacher as a result of this project has not changed

to a great extrit_ i'Lrhspa, this wa:s due to the writervs felt need for

this type of acbiri 13 an the high eciool level for some tine , Mere vas and

is a groat need for 4Orne onetled. of eiallersging the pupil on an individual level.



The important thing to this teacher, is the realiiation of hew well this

eethod has doze with the experi ental group. It hes been felt, that it would be

impossible t- challenge a group of students on such diverse intellectual and

achievement levels.._ a regult of this experiment, the, writer feels confident

tleat it can be acc mpl shed.

There was a great deal of interest in the activities sponsored by t is

project by both faculty members and par nts. Many discussious were held in

which the other teachers showed an intereet in the advantages of this type of

method. Uowever. no actual ch nge in teaching methods were eoted that directly

esulted framthatnIluence df this p oject.

3. Improvements for school and community. There were no changes in school

operations as a result ef this project, e cept in association with the project

itself. However, there was very strong interest in the community about the

project. Much of this was stimulated for two reasons. One, the community waS

Involved in ehe project thr ugh discussions with the writer and as resource

visitors for the project. Second, whenever possible, people were invited to

particip te from ehe community. For example, when studying politic l

parties, people from the Democratic Party ard the Republican Farty were asked

to explain and discuss the party principles as well as other characteristics

distinguishing them apart from each other. A student who had been studying

in Germany as an exchange student in the field of political science discussed

the political parties in that country as coepared to ours.

V. RECOME MONS

The writer feels that more work in this area shouldbe done before an

adequate evalmati n of the value of this method can be reached. It is felt

that several years of using this method will refine and improve the procedure.

'The writet feels that by building up some files with appropriate props, on

the different topics to be used in this type of study will make presentations

more effective.
-12-
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If other teachers are interested in using this method in t eir classes,

it is important that several things be taken into consideration. First, an

evaluation of the stueents' abilities and achievements should be keenly observed.

Second, it would be expedie. to make decisions as to the amount of material to

be covered in regard to the resources that are available to the class. This

is indeed important in the smaller high schools where library facilities are not

equipped for such eKtensive study. Lending libraries can and should be called

upon to insure r c iving enough material for the study when it is needed.

Third, the units should be dev loped that would be consistent with the needs

that arise from the first two points just discussed. Fourth, it would be most

important to make an annotated bibliography of the references used in each

investigation, as well as other resources to be con ulted, before starting

this type of class. Fifth, a criteria for grading should be developed based

upon the ability, achievement, desire, inter and initiative of each

student. The writer feels that should be done on a personal basis to insure

the best possible devel p e t of the student as a wthole. Sixth, in each

unit study, time should be set aside for individualized study, group

discussions, and individual as well as group decisions. These sessions will

guide the students in their search for a solution and will help them do some

critical thinking upon the subject being investigated. Seventh, the topics

should take into consideration the needs interests, and desires of the

students as gell as the local ty of the school. This is especially true if the

teacher is to gain the full att ntion of the students effort and work. If

these recommendations are folloved, the writer ha no doubt that a class ean

successfully be challe-ged to perform to their maximum ability. The need for

such a procedure that gives mea "ng to a course of study is long overdue.

16
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